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Abstract: In this research, we report using optical components such as cubic beam splitters, lenses,
diffraction gratings, and mirrors from broken, obsolete, or disused electronic devices to implement a
simultaneous polarization-based phase-shifting interferometric system. The system is composed of
a polarized Mach–Zehnder interferometer (PMZI) which generates a sample pattern coupled to a
4f imaging system with a diffraction grating placed on its Fourier plane. Such a diffractive element
replicates the pattern generated by the PMZI, and each replica is centered and modulated by each
diffraction order generated by the grating. The corresponding individual phase shifts are controlled
by placing linear polarizers with known angles in front of each replica. Experimental results are
presented using several phase samples such as an oil drop, a pseudoscorpion claw, a microarthropod,
and red blood cells. In addition, a comparison of the retrieved phase was conducted by employing
two different phase demodulation algorithms.

Keywords: interferometry; phase shifting; polarization

1. Introduction

In the last few decades, the so-called brown economic model caused the depletion
of natural resources, degradation, and widespread loss of ecosystems. As a response, an
alternative economic model emerged called the green economy. An essential part of the
green economy model is the circular economy practice of reducing, reusing, and recycling
(3R scheme) [1,2]. Following this 3R scheme, we implemented a polarization-based phase-
shifting interferometric system using recovered optics from electronic waste [3].

Today, throwing away CD/DVD reading devices and broken or obsolete projectors is
prevalent. However, those devices are sources of good-quality optical components such
as lenses, mirrors, diffraction gratings, cubic beam splitters, polarizer sheets, and Fresnel
lenses, among others that can be used in the implementation of interferometric systems.
Currently, several industrial sectors and academic fields incorporate optical and photonic
technologies for quality inspection metrics [4–7]; therefore, it is important to develop
interferometric techniques and devices capable of contactless high-precision measurements
applied to phase objects [4–10].

There are a wide variety of techniques to perform these measurements, mainly based
on the recovery of the optical phase. Several methods are applied in this field, with Fourier
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and phase-shifting techniques among the most common. Phase-shifting interferometry is
not new; however, several used techniques conventionally generate phase shifts in stages
by using piezoelectric transducers, diffractive elements, or actuators, having the limitation
of being applied only for static samples.

Several authors and companies have developed techniques of simultaneous phase-
shifting based on the use of diffractive elements, micro-polarizer arrays, or systems with
four synchronized cameras for simultaneously detecting four controllable phase-shifted
interferograms. However, each system presents advantages and disadvantages. Some sys-
tems are not easily acquired, such as a micro-polarizer array aligned with a CCD sensor or
a synchronization unit for several cameras capturing each interferogram separately [11–13].

Considering the above, we implemented a PMZI coupled to an imaging system that
uses a diffraction grating. Previous reports have implemented several interferometric
systems, such as a double-window interferometer coupled to a 4f imaging system [13,14].
In these cases, the interferograms are generated by superimposing diffraction orders of
the replicas having the disadvantage of common polarization errors on the beams of the
double window caused by the separation of the windows.

The system proposed here has the advantage of generating a base interferogram with
known polarization properties; hence, the 4f system works as a pattern replicator [13,14].
Manufactured bases and supports were used in a previous report, and another arrangement
was presented to generate the interferogram (Michelson interferometer) [13]. In this work, a
Mach–Zehnder interferometer configuration was used, because it facilitates the placement
of the samples with such small components. We also used bases and supports designed in
CAD and produced by considering the recycled components.

The development of these implemented low-cost interferometric systems can serve as
a valuable tool for several applications, such as determining the transmittance distributions
of cells or their morphology to diagnose diseases. Moreover, it could be helpful to analyze
microscopic transparent samples, such as cells, tissue, wavefronts [15–20], and thin films, in
a noninvasive way, as well as the visualization of thin-film surfaces or phase changes of a
refractive index in-phase samples [21–23]. The recovered optics has the minor disadvantage
of being small (mm scales), since the most significant component (cubic beam splitter) is no
larger than 5 mm. Most miniature lenses are ~3 mm in diameter, limiting the implemented
systems to measuring samples of such scales. Nevertheless, these low-cost interferometers
are perfect for physics and optics microscopic samples and educational purposes.

2. Recovery of Optical Components from Electronic Waste

In order to use recycled components, we had to measure and characterize their prop-
erties using known optical techniques [23–26]. The cubic beam splitters had a scale of
5 mm × 5 mm, obtained from the DVD readers. For their characterization, we measured
the power of the reflected and the transmitted light, obtaining 40% transmittance and
60% reflectance. We also checked the degree of polarization by collocating a polarizer as
an analyzer and measuring the optical power with a potentiometer; since there was no
variation in the intensities, we concluded that the beam splitter was nonpolarized. The
recovered diffraction gratings had a scale of 3 mm × 3 mm, and their characterization
consisted of measuring their period d ≈ 6.62 µm. To implement the 2D gratings, we placed
two gratings with their transmission axes orthogonally fixed.

One of the main disadvantages when handling such small optical components (rang-
ing between 2 and 5 mm) is a longer alignment time. For this reason, an acrylic plate
(also recovered from the garbage) was used to implement custom supports and bases for
the components. The modeling of these parts was carried out in design software (Solid-
Works), and the pieces were later cut using a laser cutting machine (LX-6090 elite). We also
carried out the assembly of the pieces. In Figure 1, the bases and supports implemented
for the recycled optical components are shown. Table 1 shows the optical components
and electronic waste from which they were recovered (from a DVD reader), with their
measured properties.
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3. Grating Interferometry

The proposed system is shown in Figure 2; it consists of a polarized Mach–Zehnder
interferometer (PMZI, see Figure 2a) that generates the overlap of beams A (phase object)
and B (reference), both with opposed circular polarizations, which can be expressed as

→
A =

→
J Leiϕ(x0,y0)

→
B =

→
J R, (1)

where
→
J L has a left circular polarization and

→
J R has right circular polarization, defined

as follows:
→
J L =

1√
2

(
1
i

)
and

→
J R =

1√
2

(
1
−i

)
, (2)

where ϕ(x0, y0) is the optical phase introduced by the phase object, in the object plane.
When the beams of Equation (1) overlap and pass through a linear polarizer P(ψ), placed
at an angle ψ [27,28], we obtain the intensity of the base pattern as

I(x0, y0) =

∣∣∣∣P(ψ) ·→A + P(ψ) ·
→
B
∣∣∣∣2, (3)

where P(ψ) is the linear polarizing transmission matrix given by

P(ψ) =
(

cos2 ψ sin ψ cos ψ

sin ψ cos ψ sin2 ψ

)
. (4)

The resulting irradiance can be written as

I0(x, y) = I1 + I2 + 2
√

I1 I2 cos[2ψ− ∆ϕ(x0, y0)], (5)

where ∆ϕ(x0, y0) is the phase difference, while the phase shift can be controlled by operat-
ing the polarizer angle according to the following relation:ξ = 2ψ.
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where w is the width of the clear strips, N, L are the numbers of components of the grating,
and d is the respective spatial period along directions µ and υ. Thus, the Fourier transform
of Equation (6) with N, L→ ∞ is given by

G̃(x, y) = w2

d2 sin c(wx)
N
∑

n=−N
δ
(
x− n

d
)

× sin c(wy)
l

∑
L=−l

δ
(

y− l
d

) , (7)

where x = −x0/λ f and y = −y0/λ f are the coordinates in the image plane.

3.2. Coupled 4f Imaging System

The output of the PMZI generates the pattern with two beams with orthogonal circular
polarization states to be replicated. As can be seen in Figure 2b, a 4f system with 2D grating
is used to multiplex the pattern. In this case, the interference pattern defined by I0(x0,y0)
impinges onto the first transformer lens (L1); hence, in the Fourier plane of the 4f system,
we obtain the product of I0(x0,y0) and G(µ,ν) functions. Then, the second transformer lens
(L2) receives the Fourier transform; hence, in the image plane, we obtain the convolution of
the interference pattern with the Fourier transform of the grating. The interference pattern
I(x, y) on the image plane of the system becomes

I(x, y) = I0(x0, y0)⊗
∣∣∣G̃(x, y)

∣∣∣2. (8)

Physically, in the image plane, we observe centered interference pattern replicas
around each diffraction order generated by the grating, represented as

I(x, y) = {sin c(wx) sin c(wy)} ×
{

I1 + I2 + 2
√

I1 I2 cos[2ψ− ϕ(x, y)]
}

.
(9)

Equation (9) shows that the resulting replicas of the pattern generated by the system are
displaced and modulated by the diffraction orders generated by the grating [13,14,27]. The
interference pattern’s phase shifts (ξ) can be generated by operating the linear polarizers
placed at an angle ψ. The intensity of the beam pattern can be obtained as

I(x, y) = A2 + B2 + 2AB cos[2ψ− ϕ(x, y)], (10)

where A2 and B2 correspond to the irradiances of the object and the reference beam
respectively, both modulated by the grating diffraction orders, defined as

A2 = I1 sin c(wx) sin c(wy), B2 = I2 sin c(wx) sin c(wy). (11)

3.3. Optical Phase Recovery Algorithm

In this work, we used the well-known four-step algorithm operated with interfero-
grams, obtained by placing linear polarizers at the angles ψ1 = 0◦, ψ2 = 45◦,ψ3 = 90◦, and
ψ4 = 135◦, in front of each replica to generate the respective phase shifts of 0◦, 90◦, 180◦ ,
and 270◦ [9,14,28]. Thus, we can generate four simultaneous interference patterns spatially
separated in the same image given by

I1(x, y) = A2 + B2 + 2AB cos[ϕ(x, y)]

I2(x, y) = A2 + B2 + 2AB sin[ϕ(x, y)]

I3(x, y) = A2 + B2 − 2AB cos[ϕ(x, y)]

I4(x, y) = A2 + B2 − 2AB sin[ϕ(x, y)]

(12)
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and the optical phase is obtained as follows [29,30]:

tan ϕ(x, y) =
[

I2 − I4

I1 − I3

]
. (13)

For this case, the evaluated phase is wrapped between [−π, π] due to the arctangent
function, and, to remove the background phase [31,32], we should measure a reference
phase map beforehand. We employed the Quality-Guided Path Following Method for
unwrapping the phase [32]. To show that more interferograms can be used and to make a
comparison, we used two interferograms to calculate the relative phase using the Vargas–
Quiroga method [33], which requires a constant phase shift between the interferograms
that can vary between the values of 0 to 2π. For this case, each step ξwas taken every 60◦;
thus, values of ψn were ψ1 = 0◦, ψ2 = 30◦.

4. Experimental Setup

The implemented experimental system based on a polarized Mach–Zehnder interfer-
ometer (PMZI) coupled to a 4f system with a diffraction grating in the Fourier plane is
shown in Figure 3. A laser beam emerging from a laser source (λ = 530 nm) with orthogonal
linear polarization is filtered by the spatial filtering system (SFS), to later be collimated by
the L0 lens (f = 3 mm), which generates a plane wavefront that impinges on the PMZI. In
the MZI, the transmitted beam is arm A, where the phase object (PO) is placed, and then a
linear polarizer (P1) at 90◦ with respect to the x0-axis generates orthogonal polarization.
The reflected beam is arm B, which is polarized parallel to the x0-axis (0◦) with the linear
polarizer P2.
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Figure 3. Experimental setup. Laser operating at 532 nm. SFS: spatial filter system. L0: collimated
lens. Pi: linear polarizers. Mi: mirrors. BS: beam splitter. Q: quarter-wave plate. G: 2D grating. L1, L2:
lenses of 4f system. L3: zoom lens. IP: image plane. PO: phase object.

The two beams recombine in BS2 and emerge from the MZI with polarizations orthog-
onal to each other; at the output of the MZI, they impinge on a quarter-wave plate (Q) with
its fast axis at 45◦ with respect to the x0-axis. This generates circular polarizations to the
left (L) and to the right (R). At the exit of the PMZI, we coupled a 4f system with a 2D
diffraction recycled grating (G) at the Fourier plane in order to generate the replicas of the
incident pattern. This result is obtained because of the modulation generated by Fourier
coefficients, due to the replicas of the interference patterns centered around each diffraction
order according to Equation (9). The replicas are observed in the image plane (IP), where
the polarizer mask is placed with four linear polarizers at angles of 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, and 135◦ in
a rectangular arrangement in a clockwise direction.

5. Results

The imaging system consists of a 3.0 MP CMOS sensor with 2048 × 1536 pixels (pixel
size, 3.2 µm × 3.2 µm); the CMOS camera is adjusted to simultaneously capture the images
of four interference patterns. In order to use the recycled components, there was a selection
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process based on their characterization (shown in Table 1). It is worth mentioning that
it was a “handicraft” work, since many of the recovered components were not useful or
suffered damage at the moment of detaching them from their base or support, such as
scratches or glue spots that made them useless; in particular, most of the gratings showed
scratches that generated very noisy images in the diffraction pattern. Therefore, out of
~100 components, we searched for those that did not introduce noticeable noise distortions.
Because of this, we mention in the manuscript that these components can only be used for
basic research or education since it is somewhat tedious to search for recycled components.

The interferogram was recorded with a resolution of 400 × 400 pixels. To generate the
independent phase shifts, we used a polarizer mask with four polarizers in the arrangement,
which were made by cutting a polarizing sheet. The cut of the polarizers was done with
a laser cutting machine; for the placement of the polarizers at the appropriate angles, a
calibrated polarizer was used as an analyzer, and the transmitted intensities were measured.
We checked circular polarizations in every pattern by verifying that the intensity did
not vary with the analyzer rotation, guaranteeing that the correct phase shifts would
be obtained [14,34–40]. As we used diffractive elements to generate the simultaneous
interferograms, some patterns showed minimal variations in intensities. For this reason, it
was necessary to use a pre-filtering process in order to eliminate the background, normalize
the amplitude modulation, and filter out noise [41,42]. Figures 4–6 show the results obtained
with phase samples such as wavefronts and synthetic components. Figures 7–9 show the
results obtained with microscale biological samples.
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Figure 4 shows a tilted wavefront; Figure 4a shows the four simultaneous patterns
used, Figure 4b the preprocessed filtering patterns, and Figure 4c shows the unwrapped
phase map. The resulting optical phase map is shown in Figure 4d. Figure 5 shows a
wavefront with aberrations generated by placing our collimating lens out of focus and off
the optical axis. The obtained patterns, in this case, are displayed in Figure 5a, while the
normalized ones can be observed in Figure 5b. Figure 5c shows the wrapped phase, and
the optical phase map is shown in Figure 5d.

Figure 6 shows the results obtained by placing an oil layer on a microscope slide; the
characteristic patterns of the oil layer are shown in Figure 6a, while Figure 6b presents the
preprocessed patterns. Figure 6c shows the unwrapped phase obtained, and Figure 6d
presents the optical phase map generated by the oil layer. After stabilizing the oil on the
cover slide, the groove of the oil is noticeable on the phase map. Figure 7 shows the results
obtained by analyzing a small section of a pseudoscorpion claw. Figure 7a shows the
patterns used for processing the optical phase, while Figure 7b presents the preprocessed
patterns. Figure 7c shows the wrapped phase, and, in Figure 7d, the calculated phase map
is displayed.
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Figure 8 presents the experimental results obtained from observing a microarthropod
called Collembola; Figure 8a shows the four simultaneous patterns used, while Figure 8b
the processed patterns. Due to the absorption of the sample, there are regions with high
absorption producing errors for the phase calculation; for this reason, a region of interest
(ROI) enclosed by a dotted circle (Figure 8a) was selected to process the optical phase.
Figure 8c shows the wrapped phase map. The resulting optical phase map is shown in
Figure 8d. In Figure 9, the results obtained with human red blood cells (RBCs) fixed on
a microscope slide are shown; in this case, a low fringe number was used. Figure 9a,b
show the interferograms and the processed patterns, respectively, while, in Figure 9c,d,
the wrapped phase and the optical phase maps are presented, respectively. In Figure 9e,
the cross-sections along the xy-axes of the cell enclosed in a rectangle in Figure 9d are
shown; the study of RBC morphology has proven to be very useful in the biomedical
sector for diagnosing diseases. In Figure 10, the cases of two and four simultaneous steps
are presented for the case of a flat wavefront. The four-step interferograms are shown in
Figure 10a, while Figure 10b shows the two-step case with a relative phase of 60◦. The phase
maps obtained shown in Figure 10c,d present the case of four and two steps, respectively.
It can be seen that, for this case, the four-phase step method has errors. This can be seen
in Figure 10e, where the cross-section is shown along each method’s x- and y-axes. In
Figure 10f a residuals plot is presented, where the average difference between the two
methods is 0.42 rad.
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We analyzed the system’s stability by capturing 20 frames at 1 fps to determine
the variations at each pixel, as shown in Figure 11. Figure 11a shows the intensity for
a representative frame, while, in Figure 11b, we show its corresponding unwrapped
phase. Figure 11c shows the temporal mean, and, in Figure 11d, we can see the standard
deviation map of the variations per pixel. Our obtained standard deviation resulted in
0.4 rad [34,43,44]; however, systematic errors such as interferogram registration, component
conditions, and possible changes in polarization reduce the system response.

One of the advantages of generating simultaneous patterns is the analysis of the
temporal variations of a sample. In Figure 12, representative frames of the temporal
variation of water flow poured on a microscope slide moving by gravity are shown; the
associated video (Supplementary Video S1) shows the temporal evolution of the phase
map. The video shows the variations introduced by the phase as it moves. The different
levels shown in the results are due to variations in the liquid layer deposited on the slide.
For this case, the interferogram was recorded with a resolution of 600 × 600 pixels.
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6. Discussion

An advantage of using phase shift is capturing multiple images over the same detector
field. In general, for high-frequency fringes, the diminishing width of the fringes may
exceed the detector array’s Nyquist limit, resulting in data dropouts. Since we have low-
frequency interferograms with respect to the inverse of pixel spacing (see Figure 5), the
influence of errors in the capture seems to be relatively small [45,46]. The implemented
system has the limitation of the inherent handling difficulty due to the size of the recovered
components, being on the order of 4 mm. In addition, the alignment of such small pieces
must be thoroughly carried out, which implies more laboratory time allocation.

However, it should be noted that the elements used are inexpensive and easily ac-
cessible; they are handy to test the basic operation process of dynamic interferometers
when there is limited or no funding for this kind of research. In general, when using
wave retarders and polarizers, phase errors are most evident when the shifts are not π/2.
To verify that the transmitted intensities at the interferometer’s output were constant, a
polarizer was placed as an analyzer. A full rotation (360◦) was performed, measuring
intensities every 5◦ with a potentiometer, verifying that the variations did not exceed 2% of
the maximum value measured and, thus, ensuring that the polarization at the output of the
PMZI was circular.

Once this was verified, the same procedure was performed on each replicated pattern
used in optical phase recovery to verify that the grating did not introduce noticeable
changes in the polarization states. To implement the 2× 2 polarizing mask, the polarization
axis of each linear polarizer involved was marked to be thoroughly fixed in the mask at
the appropriate angle. The calibration of the fast angle of such polarizers was made by
comparison with a previously calibrated one.

The shape of the calibrated linear polarizers in the mask was modeled and passed
to a laser cutting machine. Another limitation found was the quality variation of the
recovered components, which changed from one recycled electronic element to another.
Such differences can be seen in the results obtained; the phase presented noise and errors
due to the quality of the grids and some of the lenses. Another disadvantage of the system
was reproducibility. We noticed that the components suffered from environmental changes
and deteriorated with the use of the laser; therefore, once an experimental system is set up,
all the results needed to validate the experiment must be taken at once. However, these
systems can be used to show some applications of basic simultaneous interferometry but,
at this stage, cannot be used for specialized and precision research.

7. Conclusions

We presented an interferometric system implemented with recycled optical compo-
nents to measure the phase maps of phase objects samples. The system uses two crossed
recycled gratings to generate replicas of the interferogram. The presented system can be
easily implemented for various applications in interferometry in some research areas and
in a specialized teaching laboratory. In order to achieve such a level, we must design and
build suitable bases and characterize a large number of components to select the best ones.
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